
$15 General Admission

$10 Members

Engineer your very own laser sword in this guided workshop!

Laser Sword Workshop

January 9, 2021

Galaxy Far
Away Day

Tales from the Galaxy
Join us for an interactive read aloud featuring stories
about your favorite Star Wars characters! 
(For little learners 5 years and younger)

Color & Shape
Join us as we learn the value of color and shape. Then
learn how to incorporate them into your artwork in this
out of this world presentation.

Androids and A.I.
Learn about the development of artificial intelligence,
and explore the coding processes used by androids and
other robots like the Mars rovers. 

Comets and Meteor Showers
Learn about comets and meteor showers in this
engaging presentation.

Discover Chemistry
Discover how chemicals behave and more, as we explore
amazing reactions with incredible liquids, mysterious
powders and fascinating gases.

Hovercraft How-To
Explore air suspension in our hovercraft challenge.

ONGOING ACTIVITIESDAILY PROGRAMS

Galaxy Goo
Using chemistry, create your own galaxy inspired slime!

Soaring Rocket Ships
Make your own simple straw rocket ship and send it
soaring through space!

Cosmic Character Mask
Use unique collage materials to make your own
character mask.

Magnificent Minerals
View special minerals and rocks that glow!

Extraterrestrial Ear Design
Create a pair of alien inspired ears to help you feel
forces in the galaxy!

Green Treasure Hunt Puppet Show
Join Nellie on her quest to find the missing green
treasure, as she learns the true value of nature and
neighbors.

Adorable Alien Puppets
Create a plump Porg inspired puppet to accompany you
on your journey through the galaxy.

Crystal Critters
Design your own sparkling "crystal" animal to help you
maneuver through tight spaces.

Outer Space Origami
Learn about the art of origami and create your own
pieces that are out of this world!

 Workshop Times: 11:00am, 12:15pm, 1:30pm, 2:45pm, 4:00pm


